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401 MACHINE MOTION SYSTEMS 
  

 D W M SA Y 

Check for loose, worn, or damaged parts. Notify maintenance if any of 
these problems are found. X     

Check for loose cable and wiring connections. Tighten, replace as 
required, or notify maintenance if any of these problems are found. X     

Check all switches for freedom of movement. Replace if necessary    X    

Check hoses and cables inside Power Track for no evidence of wear or 
binding. Re-position cables as necessary.    X    

Clean and wipe down transverse carriage ways according to Section 
609. X     

Check squareness of the machine before daily use.  X     

Check operation of all E-Stop switches before daily use. Notify 
maintenance if any problems are evident.  X     

Inspect carriage runner block end seals and replace if damaged. 
Lubricate runner blocks per Section 609.   X    

Inspect transverse drive band (option) for cracks or wear. Monitor 
progression. Change when necessary at a convenient time.   X    

Check transverse band (option) for tension adjustment. Adjust as 
required.   X    

Check transverse band (option) pulleys for alignment. Adjust as 
required.   X    

Check that the longitudinal track is clear of any buildup of excess 
metal splatter or dirt. Using K2 Flame cleaner to clean away dirt and 
metal splatter. Wipe excess off with a clean, dry rag. 

X     

Check condition of trip dogs and switches for proper operation.  
Adjust or replace as required. X     

Inspect longitudinal track wipers. Replace as necessary.    X    

Ensure track stops are securely in place. Tighten if loose. Replace if 
missing.   X   
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MACHINE AND TRACK INSPECTION SCHEDULE D W M SA Y 

Check machine rails for straightness and level. Check joints. Adjust 
and level as necessary.    X  

Inspect longitudinal and transverse gear racks and drive pinions. 
Replace as necessary.    X  

Check oil level in the air line lubricators. Refill if required. X     

Check condition of air filter assembly. Clean air filter if dirty.   X    

Inspect carriage runner block end seals and replace if damaged. 
Lubricate runner blocks per Section 609   X    

Check wear on rail brushes (option). Replace if worn.   X   
 
 
  


